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CHAPTER 5:  THE NEIGHBORHOOD  

 Being attacked first thing in the morning by thousands of fleas definitely wasn’t my idea 

of fun. Shouting profanities, I frantically tried to brush them off and raced out the front door in 

naught but underpants. Horrified at the thought of bubonic plague, right there in my new front 

yard, I stripped completely to pick the pests out of my pubic hairs. Some black folks on the steps 

of the Rockingham across the street hooted about the naked honkie, but I didn’t give a damn. 

 From his third-floor window, Charles shouted down to ask what the matter was, and I 

shouted back up about fleas all over the place. The neighbors roared gleefully as I shook out my 

underpants and put them back on. In a moment Charles reappeared at the second-floor window 

over the four bells, tossed me down a pair of pants, and crawled out of it, dropping carefully 

down onto the porch landing.  

 Driven from our new home by the horrid vermin, we crossed the street and borrowed an 

old black guy’s phone to call the exterminators. He laughed that at least it wasn’t rats—they 

were all over the Rockingham… That at least was gratifying. Charles and I waited patiently on 

our porch for nearly an hour till the bug guys arrived with their vacuum and sprayers. They told 

us this was what usually happened when you cleared the rubbish and garbage out of one of these 

slum-dumps. Afterwards the place stank of insecticide, but we were flea-free.   

 Being late for work wasn’t a great problem. As a matter of fact, my boss and co-workers 

found my excuse hilarious, and over a stoned lunch with Rysza, I was able to laugh about it too. 

By the time I got home (a somewhat longer walk up Massachusetts Avenue), the stench had 

mostly faded away. Fortunately, Katyusha had had the feline sense to steer clear of the first floor 

and apparently didn’t pick up any hitchhikers. After a meager supper of canned Dinty Moore 

beef stew, Charles and I got back to the janitorial job with a vengeance. 
 

 Before dark, we knocked off and strolled 

around the grand circle to admire our new historic 

district, albeit mostly uninhabited. On this map the 

second house from the left (with the star) is 1320 

Rhode Island Avenue NW, and the long diagonal 

is Vermont Avenue NW. The trees at least along 

both Avenues were simply a city-planner’s fond 

fantasy. However, a number of large trees grew in 

the circle itself at the intersection of 13th and P 

Streets NW. (Meanwhile, now nearly 50 years 

later, there is a quite large tree right in front of the 

house that entirely obscures any view of it.) 

 Charles told me that during the Civil War 

the area of the Circle was out in the country, a 

military facility called Camp Barker, the barracks 

of which were turned into a refugee camp for 

newly freed slaves from Virginia and Maryland.  

 Logan Circle Historic District     It was originally called Iowa Circle, and then in 
 

1930 it was renamed in honor of General John A. Logan of the Union Army (who went on to 

become a Representative and a Senator and lived at #4 on the Circle). I was totally thrilled to 

find myself living in the midst of so much history—and surrounded by so many exquisite 

Victorian houses. Dupont Circle couldn’t hold a candle… 
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       Statue of Gen. John A. Logan 
 

 While we’re sightseeing, I’ll show you the two most noteworthy sites in my new historic 

neighborhood. The statue of Gen. Logan is classically life-size equestrian, probably a good 

likeness, and then as now a prime perch for pigeons. Being a Union commander, his monument 

probably won’t any time soon be threatened by historic cleansing. Not partial to things military, I 

then as now paid precious little attention to it, apart from the impertinent pigeons.  

 The other most notable site, indeed a landmark, is what Charles aptly described as the 

“wedding cake,” the Second-Empire duplex at One and Two Logan Circle, sitting on the map at 

about seven o’clock on the Circle. The evening of our stroll that huge, shabby, scaling-white 

house was gloomily empty, a sign still in the window for a long-gone Letcher Art Academy. The 

grandest mansion on the Circle, One-and-Two was a horrendous temptation, but Charles and I 

agreed that it would be a perfectly insane project. We’d just make do with our modest mansion.  

 In our not quite insane project, it took us another day or two to get rid of all the dreck and 

dross—which also roused two rats out of the basement. The original kitchen in the rear (with a 

dumb waiter up to the butler’s pantry behind the breakfront), and informal parlor in the front had 

also been subdivided, but that work was scheduled for later. Finally one could get an idea of the 

sixteen rooms in our mansion’s 8,000 sq. ft. On the third floor by the stairwell was a curious 

square room with another skylight, and across the hall was a walk-in cedar closet we dreamed of 

making into a sauna. (That didn’t happen, but nowadays I’d do it at the drop of a hat!)  

 When we’d scrubbed the last floor (third rear), Charles and I sat out on the front steps to 

relax, enjoy the rosy glow of evening on the Ave, and watch the whores sashay up and down 14th 

Street. We’d heard they also hustled at the Circle, but not being in the market… The peaceful 

feeling of at last being at home was shattered by a shout from the Rockingham. A black man 

came running out the door—followed by a shouting woman with a gun—which she pointed at 

his running back—and took him down in the middle of the street. Just like that, she turned and 

went back into the Rockingham. And just like that, I turned to follow Charles back into our 

castle—where we thought not about rhyme, reason, nor result of the violence outside. 

# 
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 It had come time to tackle the hands-on constructive work in our almost sane Four Bells 

restoration project. This wasn’t going to be a simple rehabilitation, but—in line with Charles’s 

historic-preservation scruples and my own artistic inclination—restoring the faded splendor of 

the fascinating antique designs. Our rehab work for Glen had been child’s play, pleasant practice, 

and now we meant business.  

 We discussed and agreed upon priorities:  1) re-do the bedroom on the second-floor front 

and 2) put a kitchen in the butler’s pantry. The first would require much stripping, plastering, and 

sanding (wood floors) before ever getting to painting and was a project to be approached with a 

focus. But a kitchen was an immediate necessity. The hotplate, fridge and only bathroom sink 

upstairs didn’t cut the mustard. And in the pantry there was already gas and plumbing for a sink. 

 The bedroom was still high priority though, because, as Charles suggested, we could rent 

it out to help with the mortgage payments. We both had been thinking about renting out the 

various rooms in the Four Bells—to amenable gay guys of course, communal housemates—a 

fraternity of friends. I also liked the idea of getting the mortgage covered, though with my good 

government salary I had no problem covering expenses and child support.  

 Charles took on the sink and stove, starting at the far end at the water and gas pipes. My 

task was the near end with the landing and flights of servants’ stairs. To make the pantry a long 

galley, they had to disappear. For the first time in my life I got to indulge in wanton destruction! 

Over several evenings, with crowbar, hammer, and saw in my mighty hand, I demolished the 

steps up from the basement and those up to the second floor. To be thorough, I also disappeared 

the flight to the third floor. Katyusha didn’t at all appreciate the commotion around her room. 

  One hot late June evening while I was gaily facilitating the third flight’s disappearance, 

Charles brought in an attractive, stylish couple to see the place. I was immediately seized by their 

powerful presence and charisma. Besides being handsome and beautiful respectively, Lewis and 

Carolyn were bigtime DC lawyers. With a secret wink to me, Charles announced that they were 

buying One-and-Two. All I could think of to say was good luck, and I couldn’t wait to see the 

inside. I tagged along proudly while Charles gave them the grand tour of the Four Bells. 

 While Charles installed more fixtures and appliances, I spent some more evenings laying 

new floors over the old stairwell openings, a serious test of my untutored carpentry skills. With 

my friend’s structural advice and two kind assists by soon-to-be neighbor Lewis, I managed. 

While we worked together, I kept looking at Lewis wondering how this personable, straight-

arrow lawyer could be insane enough to buy One-and-Two. Our new floors were solid and didn’t 

creak or squeak, so we called it a job well done. I said the same about Charles’s progress on sink, 

fridge, stove, and counters. We nearly had a kitchen! 

 That weekend Lewis and Carolyn took possession of the wedding cake. Though in rough 

shape and full of trash, the rooms on the first floors were enormous with high ceilings, fancy 

moldings, and elegant plaster medallions; those on the second and third floors were smaller, but 

still elegantly appointed and mostly in even worse condition. The new owners chose the third-

floor rear room in One for their quarters—where there was actually an operable bathroom. In all 

that vastness there was nothing resembling a kitchen—except a broken laundry sink in the 

basement. Charles and I walked home convinced that our new friends were certifiably wacko. 

 Needing basic furniture, we prowled the used (junk) furniture stores and picked up 

functional seating and lamps. I found an overstuffed red chair that made me feel like Liza 

Doolittle with my room somewhere and one enormous chair—quite loverly. At an antique store 

Charles found a walnut pedestal table that extended to 16 feet, just right for our 24-foot dining 

room and an elegant match for the breakfront. Next we needed to get a chandelier. 
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 By the end of June we’d completed the kitchen—though without finishing the walls—and 

first thing baked a celebratory cake in the new oven. Charles also cooked supper, roasting a 

chicken and potatoes and making a big salad, and we had Lewis and Carolyn over as our first 

dinner guests at the new table. After their first days in their own wedding cake, they both looked 

fairly stunned but still exuberant about the work clearing out the junk and trash. As good 

neighbors, we cautioned them about the inevitable infestation of fleas.  

 In our sociable chats, beautiful Carolyn presided over us males with great intelligence 

and aplomb. Charles held his hospitable own, but Lewis and I mostly sat there in stunned 

appreciation of the ceremonial occasion. Over cake and ice cream, Charles proposed that the 

kitchen-less couple consider eating with us regularly. We’d take turns cooking and doing dishes 

and each only have to plan on such duty a couple times a week. This proposition was approved 

unanimously, and thus began a wonderful tradition. 

# 

 Carolyn took the next day’s shift as chef, showing up in the afternoon with a huge load of 

groceries for fridge and cabinets, and turned out a feast of amazing appetizers, roast with all the 

fixings, hot bread, and peaches melba—as well as some outrageously good red wine. For dinner 

the next day, Lewis invited another new neighbor couple, Connie and Doug, a heavy wife and 

slight husband who’d just bought a house on 12th Street—with no kitchen. I wondered how 

insane they might be, but they were congenial and entertaining company at Lewis’s smorgasbord 

spread of Swedish proportions, two white wines, and a sinful chocolate fondue. 

 Faced with such stiff competition, for my turn I did a traditional New Orleans shrimp boil 

á la Chas, whom I invited to my culinary debut. Connie and Doug didn’t show up, but Lewis 

brought a tiny red-headed woman named Barbara who lived on the Circle, the realtor who’d sold 

them One-and-Two. I went all the way with traditional newspapers on the table and rolls of 

paper towels for napkins—and to make it real, bottles of Dixie Beer. The dinner conversation 

went every which-a-way between Charles, Carolyn, Chas, and bright, vivacious Barbara, 

definitely a social success. For dessert, I resorted to my sister-in-law Martha’s famous 

pompadour pudding. Chas even asked me for the recipe. 

 Next thing you know, other neighbors and friends started showing up at the Four Bells 

Supper Club, and some of them joined the coop as participating chefs. I very much enjoyed the 

friendly society each evening in my own dining room and in my weekly (or so) stint as chef, I 

totally got into planning, shopping, and following cookbooks to produce gourmet meals. My one 

spectacular flop that will live forever in infamy was squid stuffed with oysters. They tasted great 

but looked like a platter of pinkish penises.  

 Fortunately, that wasn’t the evening of our combined Fourth of July weenie-roast and 

belated house-warming, though it could have been. There were twenty-some people all over the 

place for the festivities, gay and straight neighbors, including Marine Sergeant John, Rysza with 

Angelia, and even Ginger. Eating many hotdogs and hamburgers and drinking even more of 

several liquors, we sang George Cohan songs and generally celebrated. Everybody got too drunk 

to go down to the Mall for the holiday fireworks. 

 Also fortunately, the night of the stuffed squid wasn’t the next night when Charles 

cooked an Italian Ossobucco with veal shank—I adored the marrow in the bones. He’d made it 

in honor of another neighbor he’d just met and invited, a little Italian named Lou who was 

restoring a house up on Q Street. Another guest, an older gay man named Bob with a long-

restored mansion on the Circle at the corner of 13th Street, sat by me and talked at length about 

his years restoring the house, a truly beautiful place with an elegant porte cochere.  
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 While Bob talked, I often locked gazes with Lou sitting down the table by Connie. He 

was exceptionally attractive with large dark eyes and sensuous mustache, but I hadn’t given 

Cupid a thought for over a month now. There’d been too much exciting life to live to complicate 

things with sex. It felt great to admire Lou but know I didn’t need him. Not that I’d kick Lou out 

of bed, mind you, but I had some plastering to do that evening on the second-floor front. We 

spoke a bit, and I learned that Lou worked for IBM. He invited me over some time to see his 

place, which I promised to do as soon as I could. 

 Before I could, three evenings later for Carolyn’s feast Lou showed up with two bottles 

of wine. Since there were nine at table, the extra booze was appreciated. He gave me a greeting 

smile that rang my bell and then basically ignored me through the rest of the meal. Afterwards I 

was about to clump up the stairs and attack the woodwork around the window when he took my 

hand to say goodnight and insisted I come on over to his house. The woodwork could wait.  

 As we walked up 14th Street through a Fellini-esque crowd of hookers, bums, and 

dubious types, various ladies of the night called out familiar greetings to Lou, who cheerily 

responded with “Hi, baby” and dismissive waves. He remarked that they’d get to know me soon 

and wouldn’t be a problem. I worried about the crowd of drunks that hung out in the liquor store 

parking lot just down from my house, but Lou assured me they’d keep a good eye on the place—

better than any guard dog… I found that weirdly comforting. 

 Lou’s house was just up Q Street from 14th, not in the Historic District but still a quite 

lovely brick Victorian. He’d moved to the neighborhood early last year with his lover Jerry to a 

house further up the street, and when he bought his own house last fall, they broke up—but were 

still good friends. I also found those facts comforting. The tour of his house revealed that, though 

he’d put in a minimal kitchen, he hadn’t actually restored much yet except on the third-floor for 

his bedroom in front and his library in back.  

 While we talked, I held my excited horses and then patiently took a seat to see where Lou 

would take this visit. He pointed out his great work on refinishing the ornate window moldings 

and replacing a section of flooring. Stopping beside my chair with a proud smile, he leaned down 

close with a kiss—which led me to his bed. Lou’s carnal intentions were obvious, and I was 

more than happy to accommodate them. For a little guy he was admirably equipped and adept, a 

splendid Sicilian addition to my ethnic catalog of paramours.  

 Walking home, I greeted the whores with casual “Hi, baby” and satisfied grins. One we’d 

passed on the way up the street—with preternaturally round mammaries—said enviously, “Bet 

he was good!” I replied, “Superb,” and we all laughed sociably. After that, I was just another gay 

“homeboy” in the “hood,” albeit a honkie. The drunks in the parking lot even waved to me. 

# 

 Cupid very effectively caught my attention with our neighborhood’s Italian stallion, but I 

didn’t dwell on Lou as any sort of romantic hero. I wasn’t living in a romance novel, though he’d 

be a superb friend to have nearby, with or without pubic privileges. Again, knowing that I didn’t 

really need Lou—or for that matter, anybody else—was liberating. Building on the profound 

philosophy of my bonnie Bobbie Bruce, I was now finding peace complete in myself. In his 

words, I was falling in love with myself. Any peace found in somebody else like luscious Lou 

would just be icing on the cake.  

 Failing to ignite romance, Cupid at least goosed my muse a few times, causing as many 

poems relating to my continuing liaison with Lou. In my favorite idiom of concrete details, they 

demonstrate my liberated frame of mind. It being a Saturday, the next morning I walked in the 

Circle, sat under a huge tree by the pigeon-crowned general, and wrote: 
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Many times I’ve sat under summer 

Like this with buckeye leaves overhead, 

Their shadow an island of breeze 

In the shimmer and flow of my days. 

There were oaks on hillsides of childhood 

When I wanted what I didn’t know, 

Their bark this rough against my back. 

There were palms in lawns of youth 

When I knew what I couldn’t find, 

And parks of dark maples and elms 

When I mourned what I couldn’t have. 

The wind moved like this in those branches,  

Maybe there were pigeons, cars, benches, 

But the summer never filled me as now. 

    7/10/73 
 

 Our liaison did in fact continue, the later weeks of July full of historic restoration work, 

sometimes with Lou—either at his house or mine—and we frequently capped the evenings off in 

boudoirs—either his or mine. Lou continued dining with us and on an evening soon took his turn 

in the kitchen, serving eleven supper clubbers with a huge pot of chicken cacciatore, perfectly al 

dente pasta, a killer salad, and cannelloni. After washing the piles of dishes, I escorted the chef 

upstairs to demonstrate my gourmet’s gratitude. 
 

In early mornings the light on bricks by my window spreads gilded  

Over the bed where he lay with leaves and petals in the evening. 

While I slept where we had lain, the night air turned cool,  

And the sultry dampness of our shoulders would have dried. 

On the street now the day is rising brightly over iron fences, 

Among branches and flowers, spreading into bays and bedrooms. 

The warmth on my arm might be his breath,  

The glow on the wind his eyes awakening. 

     7/12/73 
 

 While this morning-after poem may sound romantically attached, I think Lou’s beauty 

simply enchanted me—an aesthetic appreciation without deep emotional connection. Our 

connection was that of affectionate pals, and our so-called pubic privileges were just friendly 

favors to bestow and receive. Sexually satisfied, there were no particular stresses or strains in our 

relationship, and we happily dined, worked, and played together. That next weekend, for the first 

time in many weeks I went out dancing at the Lost & Found and got Lou to try a dance or two. 

But he wasn’t used to such public carousing, preferring the pubic variety, and we left early.  

 Over our coffee on Sunday morning, Charles remarked that he’d suspected from the start 

that Lou and I would hit it off and was pleased to see me happy in love again. I assured him I 

was happy—but not in love. I might not ever fall in love again. He laughed and said it was 

inevitable. I figured making love was enough—you didn’t need to go falling into the mess. He 

agreed that romance could be pretty messy and also liked his affairs to be calm and uncluttered 

by emotional demands.  

 Affairs, Charles opined, should be like exotic plants, growing wildly, blooming 

extravagantly, and bearing miraculous seed. Afterwards they’re delicate dried flowers in our 
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memory. That may have been the most poetic thing I ever heard Charles say. My friend had told 

me about an enormous number of affairs ever since his teen years, more even than in my own 

promiscuous past. Why, in the past month he’d brought four—five?—men home for pubic 

activity! He met them everywhere, in offices, at restaurants, on the street—and took them, one 

might say, straight to bed. Once generally seemed to be enough though. Personally, I preferred 

affairs to be more of a relationship than brief encounter. But to each his own. 

# 

 While indeed happy at home with lovable Lou in my bed or his, I was unhappy at work to 

learn that Rysza was quitting at the end of the month, moving to New York for some political 

job. And Angelia was going to New Orleans to see Yuri—who wanted to sell French Quarter 

real estate. Looking at their life-changing stories, I felt proud to have played a small role, but I 

couldn’t imagine not having Rysza to palaver with all day at work. When he was gone, my 

analysis of research would become much more mechanical and proportionately less fascinating. 

Work would go back to being a job.  

 However, happy at home was more than enough. There was lots of exciting life to be 

lived between supper club, restoration work (still stripping woodwork), and my hot boyfriend. In 

love or not, Lou quickly became a constant factor in my life. Just a week after the above poem, I 

walked over to Dupont Circle and wrote the following contented effusion: 
 

The gardeners are trimming the branches over the walks, 

On the lawn a charmed circle of children sailing 

A poison-green Frisbee that arcs and wobbles in the wind. 

There’s something magic in the dance of the fountain 

And ancient in the spots of sun that lull me in whispers, 

Consoling my waiting for evening and him. 

     7/19/73 
 

 Around the end of July we had a visit by Barbara and the girls. They were wowed by a 

splendid club supper compliments of Chef Connie and Sous Chef Doug and pleased to meet 

Charles and the several neighbors. Carolyn made much over the girls, while Lewis suavely 

monopolized Barbara. I had to say goodnight to Lou at the door and show them the work we’d 

done already. I wrote about seeing Lou off. 
 

Were it not for the fright of a fire in the Rockingham, 

Tonight would’ve been another in a month of confounding goodnights. 

I touched his arm unseen in the vestibule, 

Felt no answering move, saw no return of thought. 

He was already crossing the curb when I said goodnight. 

I climbed the grand staircase alone 

And found on the stove still warm 

The coffee he’d made for my morning.  

    7/28/73 
 

 As well as inspiring fits of poetry, my contentment with not being in love with Lou led 

me back to drawing. Without planning to, I drew a portrait of my beautiful boyfriend, and I 

really didn’t exaggerate his big, soulful Italian eyes or sensuous mouth, I swear. At the same 

time, struck by this strange new kind of casual affair, I started wondering what dear Lou might 

feel about our friendly exchange of favors, if anything more than I, and wrote a few lines:   
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There’s really no reason why he should. 

When I look at him lying close, 

His eyes so dark in the shadows,  

It could be in the way he smiles. 

I try to feel the life in his lips, 

But only once in the embracing night 

Has he breathed my name, a sigh, 

As though it were—as though he loved. 

     8/2/73 

 

 

 

 
          Lou Drawn from Memory 

# 

    As huge a house as our Four Bells 

was, apart from the big cedar closet on the 

third floor, it had virtually no other storage 

space. Consequently, at the used furniture 

stores we picked up some old chifferobes 

and armoires for the various bedrooms. My 

personal armoire was fancy with a mirror 

on one door, and when standing open, it 

reflected my enormous red chair. So of an 

evening when Lou had left early without 

the usual favors, I drew a self-portrait, my 

first attempt at artistic shading. I recognize 

the plant behind my head as Auguste. The 

little table with a lovely inlay on the top 

came from a neighborhood yard sale, as  

  One Enormous Chair      did the antique floor-lamp.  
 

 With Lou’s beautiful and congenial company at dinners most evenings, in restoration 

work alternating between his house or mine, and nookie time about four times a week wherever, 

the first three weeks of August were exceptionally comfortable and productive. Uncomplicated 

by emotional demands, Lou and I didn’t have to talk about our relationship—something most 

guys never did anyway. We were simply great buddies who shared the joys of hot sex when we 

felt like it, neither of us apparently needing or looking for anything else. 

 Then one Friday evening Charles brought a big, tough looking, handsome fellow home 

for dinner—Lou’s turn at the stove with chicken parmigiana. He introduced Ray to the dozen of 

us at table as a policeman, and everybody looked at each other dubiously. Off-duty this evening, 

Ray laughed about leading a double life, which most folks in DC did… After dinner, Ray took 

Charles, Lou and me out for drinks and dance at a leather bar called the Eagle, which smelled 

like a filthy locker room from all the poppers. Fortunately, we left early for nookie time. 
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 On Saturday for a much-needed respite from our plastering and painting work, Ray drove 

the four of us to Rehoboth in Delaware for a beach weekend. Though the beach there was a lot 

different than any in Florida—and nowhere near as hot—the popular getaway for DC-dwellers 

was fun with requisite sand, large waves, and a considerable crowd of sexy young folks. We had 

an edible dinner at a Denny’s that evening, went out dancing with the crowd, and retired to our 

motel rooms for suitable intimacies. Lou confided that he found Ray attractive, and I enjoyed the 

benefits of his added inspiration. Personally, Ray was way too big a guy for my taste, but little 

Lou had long had fantasies of fucking a cop, preferably in uniform.  

 Sleeping in on Sunday, we were after lunch getting to the beach for leisurely sunbathing 

and splashing in the waves. That afternoon when I did a lot of body-surfing prompted a poem on 

Monday, my first (and only) live-action verse, necessarily somewhat narrative: 
 

WIPE OUT 

Curling fingers of waves move in riots round my thighs, 

Curves of foam climb the sand, and breakers swell and roll. 

I ride their froth and standing up in their shallow trough, 

Watch a wall of water rise up smooth and green behind me. 

It sweeps me up into its breaking crest, its roaring vortex, 

And drives me helpless, a spear, head-first into the sand. 

I rise with the calm, insane assurance that my left fingers 

Aren’t in their ordained places but in impossible positions. 

The horror, pain, and cold of the injury are gone now, 

And with the splints my left hand strikes a pose of grace. 

Surviving the ocean’s attack, my bruises soon will pass, 

But I doubt I’ll ever do battle with the sea again. 

     8/20/73 
 

 My beach buddies were also horrified, mostly by my screaming in the surf, and Ray 

drove me (weeping and moaning in Lou’s arms in the back seat), to the hospital in Lewes to have 

my dislocated fingers relocated. Friends’ and doctors’ opinions were unanimous that I’d been 

terrifically lucky not to have broken my neck. By the way, that wave has to have been 12 feet, 

and I have indeed never again done battle with the sea. 

 Back home at the Four Bells, I was a pampered invalid—for the two weeks I had to wear 

the splints. The first night back Lou stayed with me, and I could tell from his cautious love-

making, maybe even reluctance, that my injury freaked him out. For those two weeks of my 

recuperation, we exchanged no more favors, but all else continued the same as ever, the dinners 

and working partnership—the friendship.  

 Actually, there was one new development:  Lou and I became salvagers. The District was 

preparing to tear down a bunch of the old houses a few blocks east of the Circle for so-called 

urban renewal. We scoped out the abandoned, decrepit houses and in one found a pretty wooden 

mantle still in a ruined parlor. When my hand was finally healed, between us, we lugged it home 

and installed it in Lou’s parlor.  

 The more modest mantle there went up to his bedroom. Then we made love again. Lou 

wasn’t freaked out, but lying in my arms, withdrawn, he meshed his fingers in mine, confiding 

that this wasn’t going where he wanted. I kissed his neck and shoulder and agreed that we didn’t 

have to fuck anymore. Being good friends and neighbors was plenty great enough. 

### 


